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INTRMuUITAIN YiA1{j.X MEBTThG — its barly His tory

Beginnings of Intermountaln Frienus Fellowship (IF)
by Clarissa B. Cooper

Chapter I Retreats for Arizona and New Mexico Friends: 190 — 19S3

Chapter II Retreat of Arizona and New Mexico Friends at the home of
Samuel and Clarissa Cooper in 1969

Chapter III Intermountain Friends Fellowship at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu,
New Mexico

Intermountain Yearly Meeting (IMYM)
by Ted Church

Chapter IV A change to a name by which all Friends may recognize
and join in fellowship

Appendix Record of transfer of affiliations from acific Yearly
‘.eeting of meetings in Arizona and New Mexico

In the spring of l97), eanore Goodenow, Clerk of Inter:iiountain
Frienas Fellovlship, feeling a need for an account of how the Fellowship
came to be, asked Clarissa B. CooLer, then of Flagstaff Monthly Meeting and
living at Camp Verde, Arizona, to prepare an account of the beginnings of
the Fellowship. Clarissa corresponded with several Friends and edited
their material and recollections into an account. Faced with a move in
July 19714 to Friends house, Sandy Spring, Maryland, Clarissa sent her
work to me along with her source materiul in May 197)4.

The Fellowship, at its meeting in June 197Li, after hearing her account
read, appointed Ted Church as its historian. The first three chapters of
this account are essentially as put toeether by Clarissa. Since five
months have now gone by since the Fullowship constituted itself as a yearly
meeting, the historian has covered that fact in chapter IV and added an
appendix.

Clarissa B. Cooper
17310 uaker Lane, C—lB
Sanay Spring, Md. 20860

2 November i9’7)

Ted Church
! Arco
albuquerque, NM 87120
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During two decades the influence of a series of three annual retreats

remained alive in the thoughts of the Arizona and New Mexico Friends who

had attended them. Occasional happy, wistful references to ‘when we had

the retreats at Cireer” impressed new—corners in the southwest. They asked

aestions, especially ‘why are retreats not held now?” it was twenty

years from the planning for the first weekend retreat, 1950, to the first

Intermountain Friends Fellowship at Ghost Ranch, 1970.

I. Retreats for Arizona and New Mexico Friends: 1950 — 1953

In the fall of 1950, Arizona Friends from Theson and hoenix met at

the Casa Grande ruins near Florence, Arizona, to celebrate the first

anniversary of ±hoenix onthly Meeting. A weekend retreat was considered

at that gathering. Initiators Ferner Nuhn, then living in rfUcsOfl, and others

had a hope that the retreat might aevelop into a half—yearly or auarterly

:neeting.(2)

The first retreat of Arizona and New exico Friends was held with 61

persons present’ June 15 — 17, 1951 at Montlure, a Presbyterian lodge in

the White Mountains near Greer, Arizona. The second one was held June 6 — 8,

1952 at the heart to heart Lodge on the Little Colorado River, also near

Greer (Mahlon hagerty Chairman, Cleo Cox registrar; 29 adults, 22 young folks).

The third and last of this series met June 5 — 7, 1953 at Moritlure (Fermor

Church Chairman, Cleo Cox registrar; 55 adults, 35 young folks).(2)

At these retreats there was no previously planned program. It grew

from concerns expressed in the Friday evening meetings, after a chairman

was appointed.
(2)
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One year, John ann Ann Salyer (Tucson) bought the food; the last time

Chuck and Laura Gritzner (Phoenix) took the responsibility. Work crews

helped with preparation of meals and clean

Saturday afternoons were held open for enjoying the natural beauty of

Ponderosa forest, birds, brooks and flowers. There was no need for crafts.

On a little stream at Montlure, one season, the children, supervised by

Charles and Dorothy Carus—Vilson, built the Silver Spear dam and the i1son

spillway and waterwheel. The children were so thrilled they wished the

adults could have taken part in the joyous adventure.(2)

Participating meetings were Santa Fe and Albuquerque with Friends from

Ranchos de Taos, New Mexico; Phoenix, Tucson and Flagstaff, Arizona; as

well as a few Friends from AFSC in r-asadena, California and a number of

especially interested Friends from other parts of the country.

Cleo Cox remembered from l93 an especially moving message. Cecil

Murdock (Phoenix Meeting, a Kickapoo) and his wife Ida Mae (a Hopi) had

brought with them her aunt Elizabeth hhite. She suoke in a worship period,

saying: uThis reminds me of my childhood (in old (Jraibi) when we would

take our handful of sacred corn meal and go out on the edge of the mesa

to watch the sunrise. The older people would tell us children what to

pray. And as the sun came up we would pray on our handful of sacred corn

meal. These were precious times of living ann loving, of praying and learning.

In l93 it was decided that this gathering was more a conference than

a retreat and should be renamed. This would have taken place the next year

ha the veekends continued. However, l95 found New Mexico Friends mostly

unable to attend.(2) Other attempts following l9g3 did not mature until

1969, however, Arizona and New Mexico Frionds participated in the sessions of

Pacific Yearly Meeting held. at Prescott, Arizona, in i9. New Mexico Friends
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• met with Arizona Friends in the fall of 196)4 at Thcson as Arizona Half—Yearly

Meeting was formed. New Mexico uarter1y Meeting had been established in

the suimrner of 196)4.

• II. Retreat of Arizona and New Mexico Friends at the home of Samuel and
Clarissa Cooper in 1969

Although the Arizona and New Mexico meetings were part of Pacific

Yearly i’ieeting and members appreciated Yearly b’ieeting su1port, with the

great distances only a few were able to.attend Yearly- iieeting or its

committees or to feel known to the larger group. In Albuquerque, Dorelen

Bunting, Ted Church and arian Hoge talked together about the possibility

of a smaller regional group or even a yearly rneeting.

In 1969, as new—corners shared witl people who had long desired closer

contacts with other Friends, hope to renew the sort of meaningful gatherings

that were held at Greer crystalized to action. Flagstaff Friends undertook

to reserve a place to aeet but did not find a vacancy. Samuel and Clarissa

Cooer of Flagstaff Meeting, encouraged by the interest felt and remembering

the value of retreats at the Woolmari Memorial. in New Jersey where they had

been directors, offered to consult other Meetings about a date. They invited

Friends to come to their small home and its shauy yard in Camp Jerde, Arizona,

Jane lL — l, 1969. Flagstaff Friends approved but asked what the Coopers

would do if quite a lot of Friends responded. The only answer to give was:

• (1)
“de,j oice I

The extending facilities of local motels, Clear Creek State Park for

a potluck picnic supper Saturday, thirty sleeping barrs on the lawn and

cam!•ers, together with the cheerful patience of all, enabled the sixty

participants (L5 adults, l young people) to experience meaningful fel1ship

and worship. A part of the lavn was reserved for silence. Several groups
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gathered for talk. Craft materials were available. The hosts prepared

dunuay breakfast and cdnner. Attenders of the gathering thoughtfully

contributed enough money to cuver the costs and to provide 22 to stat

plans for a gathering the next year in a place with adequate facilities.

As more than one Friend wrote afterwards “We think this gathering actually

seems the beginning of our yr1y meeting.”)

III. Intermountain Friends Fellowship at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico

Following the retreat at Camp Verde, the clerk of Arizona Half—Yearly

Meeting and the clerk of New Mexico Quarterly Meeting conferred to plan a

gathering for 1970. New Mexico Friends were asked to take the lead in making

reservations at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico, June 12 — ib, l970.

Marion k-loge was .iresicting clerk, Ted Church was registrar and Mary Campbell

was recording clerk. hang obtained the approval of Frienas earlier at

Camp Verde, Liarian huge contacted iiountain view Meeting of lienver and

Boulder Meeting as well as Friends in Utah. The response was overwhelming

and gratifying with 2 adults and 12 children from Colorado attending

tue first Ghost Ranch session. Total attendance was 167 (95 adults and

72 young folks).

The name, Internountain Friends Fellowship (Thfl’F), was chosen.

The New Mexico Friencis served the second year; 1971. Responsibility

then was passed for two years to Arizona itaif—hearly Meeting; Thornton

rice clerk, Charles Minor registrar, Francis McAllister recording clerk;

1972 and 1973. For 197L, leadership was assed to Colorado Friends,

Jeanore Godenow clerk, Jiorot.hy alurich treasurer, Anthony Urnile recording

clerk, Mary Bates registrar anci. Carol Clark coordinator of the children’s
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5 I program. The Fellowship ‘ s Continuing Conudttee was charged with the planning

d and providing of guidance of the meeting at Jhost Ranch.

Whether the word feUowshipU continues in use or is changed to “yearly

meeting, the hope has been cherished by attenaers that the gatherings will

remain primarily times for worship and fellowship when younger and older

people exchange ideas of the “durable satisfactions” of life and, under

a sense of Jivine Presence, explore ways to exoerierice and share them.

Increasing numbers and diverse backgrounds and needs have called for growing

dependence on the “inshining Light” to achieve creative relationships. Hopi

Elizabeth hhite’s message renewed via the Coopers (May l97L) is: “Many

trails lead to the Spring.” Thus far the weekends of Interraountain Friends

Fellowship have been, like Hopi morning devotions, “precious times of living

and loving, praying and learning.”

May 197U
Editor: Clarissa B. Cooper

Sources:
(i) Letter, Samuel Cooper to Marian I-loge, dtd. 5—25—69
(2) Recollections to Ciarissa Cooper from Cleo Cox (rhoenix Monthly Meeting),

dtd. 3—20—(73)
(2a)Attendance list, Arizrna—iiew Mexico Friends Retreat —— Greer, Ariz.,

June 15 — 17, 1951 (Ferner Nuhn file)
(3) Letter, Marian lioge (Albuquerque Monthly Meeting) to Sam Cooper, dtd.

May 21, 1969 and Letter, hiarian hioge to Clarissa Cooper, dtd. May
20, 19Th.

(U) Letter, Ulive Goodykoontz (Clerk, Arizona half—Yearly Meeting) to
Clarissa CooLer, dtd. May 20, 19Th (excerpts from minutes of Arizona
Half—Yearly Meetings)

(6) Letter, Kay Newton (hoenix Monthly Meeting) of Glendale, Arizona to
Samuel and Clarissa Coo1er, dtd June 16, 1969.

(5) 111FF attendance lists; 12 — lU June 1970, June iU — 17, 1973.
(7) Arizona and New Mexico Friends and other Seekers (announcement of get—

together at Camp Verde for June iii — 15, 1969 (issued by the Coopers)—
(Jist of attenders attached.

()
Letter, Samuel Cooper to John Atkinson (Clerk of New Mexico -uarter1y

ieeting), Albuquerque Meeting, dated 7—23—69.

23 November l97U

C Minor corrections made, identification of sources expanued: Ted Church
Sources are in the archives of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.
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IV. Intermountain Yearly Meeting — a change to a name by which all Friends
may recognise and join in fellowship

Q Intermountain Yearly Meeting is the continuing meeting of Intermountain

Friends Fellowship. Clarissa Cooper has described the origins and first

years of the Fellowship in her, “Beginnings of Intermountain Friends

Feliowshi. her story begins in the fall of 1950 and ends in Slay 197L,

the month before the xneeting of the Fellowship at which it changed its

name.

The minute ado:ted on June 8, l97L, states: “Following several years

of prayerful search, it is the present sense of the meeting that the

Intermountain Friends Fellowship now constitute itself a yearly meeting

to be known as the Intermountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society

of Friends, emphasis to be on fellowship, coamunity and spiritual renewal.

The organizational structure is to be minimal. Meetings afflâted with

other yearly meetings rna have associate status with the Intermountain

Yearly Lieetin5 of the Religious Society of Friends. The Yearly Meeting

will periodically evaluate whether the yearly meeting structure is meeting

the needs of the members. The Yearly Meeting will continue in the

traditions of the Intermountain Friends Fellowship with the Continuing

Co:rLlittee as a standing committee. The monthly meeting is the primary

place for business and caring for members and attenders.”

The June l97L meeting at Ghost Ranch, with 300 in attendance, was

not the last meeting of the Fellowship but a moment in history when

Intermountain Friends recognized their interdependance with Friends

everywhere in the celebration the continuing revelations of the Divine

Presence. “Many trails lead to the Spring” and Intermountain Friends

are following the trails of the Religious Society of Friends.

The first meeting under the new name will again find Intermountain

Yearly Meeting at Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico, on 12 — 15 June 1975.
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Appendix

In pursuit of the good order of Friends, the record of transfer of
affiliations of meetings formerly with racific Yearly Meeting is indexed
here. The archives of Intermountain Yearly Meeting contain the source
material.

A. 1972 minutes of iacific Yearly Meeting

1. page report that Nev Mexico Quarterly Meeting planned to
be withdrann from Pacific Yearly Meeting by 1973.

2. page 7 — Minute 1972—9 minutes the withdrawal of New Mexico
Quarterly Meeting including its constituent meetings, Santa Fe,
Albuquerque, and Las Vegas.

B. 1973 minutes of Pacific Yearly Meeting

1. page 19 — reports that New Mexico Quarterly Meeting laid down
Las Vegas, New Mexico, Monthly Meeting.

2. page 20 — Minute 1973—23 minutes the release of Albuquerque ad
Flagstaff Monthly Meetings and Arizona Half—Yearly Meeting.

— Minute 1973—214 minutes approval of the decision of
Pirna (Tucson) Monthly Meeting to move from Pacific Yearly Meeting
into its new family of Intermountain Friends Fellowship in the
next year (19Th).

C. 19714 minutes of Pacific Yearly Meeting

1. page 32 — Minute l971i—2 minutes the release of Santa Fe Friends
Meeting and New Mexico Quarer1y Meeting effective 1973 and
Phoenix Monthly Meeting, effective 19Th and commends them to
Intermountain Yearly Meeting.

214 November 19Th
9 February 197 (item C)

Ted Church



THIRD ANNUAL
INTERMOUNTAJN FRIENDS FELLOWSHII’

HELD AT GHOST RANCH, ABIQuru, NEW MEXICO

JUNE 1971
General Session 1- June 11

This morning session began with a brief period of silent waiting.

Opening Business

Chester McQueary of the AFSC office in Denver and Craig Simpson of the War
Resisters were introduced.

Treasurer Ted Church reported that registration just covered the amount due Ghost
Ranch though a printing bill of $28 remained to be covered. Contributions through
the Fellowship to help replace the Ranch’s former subsidy were acknowledged. Then
as Clerk of New Mexico Quarterly Meeting, he welcomed the gathering to New Mexico.

Mothers of children under four were invited to co-operative baby sitting to facilitate
attendance at the general sessions.

Concerns

Marian Hoge, Clerk of the Fellowship, gave us the agenda: presentation of individual
and meeting concerns.

The War and the Draft - Two items

These began with information on how we might still reach our Senators by telephone before
the final vote on the McGovern-Hatheld amendment next week. All people interested in
draft counseling were offered an opportunity to meet later with Chester McQueary.

Pre-trial Release for Poor Under Arrest

Concern for equal justice has led Pima Meeting to take the first steps toward getting re
lease on their own recognizance for the poor who cannot post bond when arrested.

Youth and Attenders Searching

Young people who are searching are often searching for us- fcr the silence and meditation
in our meetings for worship though “many do not know anyone may attend Friends meeting”
and it is important to help their search for the Lord” without pushing or proselytizing. We
must remember to reach out to newcomers and attenders whatever the size of our meetings.

Our lives should attract people though we may have to plan to get them to their first meeting’
and to keep them coming. Some things to try are a series of connected dialog groups, using
AFSC travelers as speakers, holding midweek meetings to look into subjects that outsiders
and Friends wish mutually to explore, for example parapsychology (Spiritual Frontiers Fel
lowship of Evansville, Ill.) Our efforts will not always be successful, but sharing our mistak
in the right spirit can enlist the help of others to the strengthening of our meetings.

In this light Ed Sanders spoke of Orange Grove’s experience with giving sanctuary to men
“leavingt’the armed services, a devisive, almost disastrous experience which in the long
run stimulated the life and outreach of the meeting through involvement of outsiders in the
day-to-day work of maintaining the men in sanctuary. When Peace House became the sanctuar
the Inquirers Group set up two series of 10 Sunday evening meetings to learn about Quakerisn
Orange Grove, at their request, supplied from the mernbership”answerers” who could give
some answers but who’hesitate to answer dogmatically because we are still seekers.”
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Ed also spoke of the “great wind blowing regarding our faith. The St. Louis Conference echo
runs along lines of faith and practice. What is essential in our faith? our ministry?”

Meaning of Membership

On the subject of membership, Ruth Hatcher asked, “Is it a matter of the little paper and the
words put down, or is it a matter of the spirit?”

Attenders and members - we should share the spontaneous and natural reflection of joy over
our findings and remember that our responsibilities vary. Some meetings ask attenders to
work on committees and take part in meetings for business so that their eyes may be opened
to Quaker ways and principles.

Asking for membership usually comes from the attender’s desire to commit himself and to
show his commitment However, to outsiders the name Quaker or Christian may imply that
one has arrived rather than that one is striving to be what the name means.

A non-Quaker spoke of Elton Trueblood’s constantly raising questions regarding commitment,
group discipline, and responsibility. Then he asked, “Why are Friends so concerned about
their identity? Why is it so important?”

A Friend reminded us that”Friends started as a movement of mystical seekers” and that
“suffering” necessitated some organization to relieve these sufferings and supply schools
for boys and girls alike. She also spoke of her responsibility as an individual Friend”to wear
a certain number of hair shirts and keep a loving spirit.”

We have a responsibility to work for justice, for the Kingdom. Also we should be members
though we find it hard to.. . . become members in actuality of the Spirit. We are members of
an imperfect community facing the problems of today: peace, war, sex, drugs, and justice.

Others said that membership should be what people want it to be, or it should he simply a re
cognition of a condition which has developed which has eve1oped between a group and a person.
We are a Society of Friends, and the Friends World Committee has tried to describe (in a re
cent brochure)all the varieties of Friends so that we may better understand ourselves in the
world community of Friends. One thought Religious is a necessary part of the Society’s title.

After a short silence the group broke into smaller units for particularized consideration of
draft counseling, communication and easing of tensions, and problems of the environment.

Attenders total 131.

General Session 11 - June 11, 1971

Opening Business

Friends opened the session with silence. Then the rough notes of the previous session were
read and some corrections suggested. These suggestions have been followed in the minutes
as now presented.

Friends Committee on National Legislation

Leanore Goodenow spoke of the Friends Committee on National Legislation and its service to
the nation in presenting Quaker-oriented views, concerns, and hopes to others. She pointed
out the reliance of the State Department and other members of the government on FCNL help,
as when President Nixon used material from”Peace in the MiUdle East” in a recent speech.

She reminded us of the Committee’s deep commitment to Quaker ideals and its growing finan
,— cial needs, some of which have recently been met by a voluntary cut in salaries; also of the

U ways we can help by direct contributions either as individuals or as meetings.

Will We Meet Again?

Marian i-loge asked us to consider as topics for Saturday’s general session:
(continued)
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1. Will we meet again after this conference?
2. Will Intermountain Friends Fellowship by meeting annually replace

j the Missouri Valley Conference or other Yearly Meetings
OR

Do we want to keep dual affiliations?
3. If we continue our annual meetings, we will need some organizanon

and officers. What should these be?

She suggested that we discuss these questions privately before we come to the general
session in the morning.

Concerns

Friends, the Environment, and Human Resources

When the group began its general discussion of concerns, we heard that George Fox’s exper
ience at Pendle Hill was an inner experience of a universally available spiritual source which
he set about sharing as an answer to others who were seekers. Since the Source is universal,
organization exists mainly to put the seekers hand in the hand of the Source.

A somber note entered our deliberations with the subject of man’s possible future on our pol
luted planet, and Friends were reminded of the need for group action and the sacrifices we
may have to make to save this earth and humanity on it.

Because of the non-hierarchical organization of Friends, our answers speak for our individual
beliefs, and we must realize the implications of the political activities necessary to save the
environment. We must also realize that the costs of power and other consumable resources
should be met by the consumers, not by society at large.

We must seek to use alternatives to the exhaustible fossil fuels, water, and minerals we now
exploit. This calls for Tedirectien of or new efforts in research and will require our prodding
the authorities to get anything effective done.

A young Friend spoke of the interdependence of all human beings and the effects of alienation
and the misuse of economic and human resources upon us and upon others of all nations, class
es, and capacities. We must change our life style or expect more wars of the vietNam type.

A more cherful note came in the comment that “there are many of us who are willing to change
our life styles and to do a lot of things the way Grandma did, and our young folks are showing
us the way.”

Plans for Friday evening include some anti-war films which will follow group folk singing with
Jennie Vincent. Plans for Saturday evening call for folk dancing and a Peace Movement Film.

General Session 111 - June 12

Opening Business

The meeting began with silent worship. The minutes of the preceding meetings were read.

We Will Meet Again

Responses to the specific questions posed by our clerk received the following answers:

Minute

1. We wish to continue the Fellowship and to return to Ghost Ranch in 1972.
2. The officers necessary to continue the organization are a Treasurer and a Clerk.
3. Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting shall name these two officers and the meeting or

C . meetings to take charge of registration and planning the program.
4. The dates J une 8 to 11 inclusive are the first choice; June 15 through 18, the

second choice.
5. It is possible that a Yearly Meeting will emerge from the Fellowship, but we will

need time to make the change. As now envisioned, constituent meetings would be
from Colorado, Utah, New Mexico and Arizona.

(continued)


